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OmPTER I 
mmODDCTION
In recent years the methods of teaohlng history and 
the other social studies have been subjected to severe oritl- 
olsm by various groups who feel that treatment of these 
subjects has not been adequate for a demooreey# Probably some 
of this can be attributed to unstable world conditions which 
have resulted In an Increased Interest on the part of the 
general public In matters pertaining to such studies# However, 
the question is not what has brought on this storm of crlti- 
olsm. Instead, It Is whether or not these criticisms are 
justifiable. In quest of a satlsfactory answer to the latter, 
numerous surveys have been conducted in the various states, and 
a few have dealt with the subject on a nation-wide basis.
I. Statement of the Problem
This study for the state of Montana has a purpose 
similar to that which has inspired the research work just 
mentioned. An attempt will be made to discover:
1. how much history and other social studies Is being 
taught in the secondary schools,
£• how much training the instructors have in the 
field in which they are teaching,
S, how large the enrollment in these classes is,
4, which are the most popular texts.
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5, how Montana oomparas with other states and the 
nation in these respeots, and
6. how Montana oollege freshmen rated in the Hew 
York Times History Test as eompared with those who 
originally took it*
On the first four topics comparisons constantly will be made 
between the school years 1929-30 and 1942-43* The reasons for 
this choice of dates are that the former was early enough so 
that the schools were not yet greatly affected by the depress­
ion, and the records for the latter were the most recent a- 
vailable when the study was begun* From data thus obtained^ 
conclusions will be drawn as to the status of history and 
other social studies in the secondary schools of Montana.
II, Previous Studies
There have been no similar studies made in the state 
of Montana* Surveys of other subjects have been conducted, 
but none of them have dealt with the social studies. In the 
past decade, however, there has been much research of this 
type done in other states. Since some of these works will be 
referred to occasionally, it will probably be proper to list 
some of them and explain briefly how they treat the subject.
Bydell^ conducted a survey of the senior high schools
^ G. A* Rydell, "The Status of the Social Studies in 
the %nior High Schools of the Second Class Cities of the 
State of Kansas," (unpublished Master’s thesis, The University 
of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 1935-1936)•
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In 76 second class cities of Kansas* The enrollment In these 
schools varied from 1,066 to 84, and the average was 371* The 
problem was attacked In a sub je c t*by-sub je ct manner In order 
to discover what per cent of the schools offered each and what 
per cent of the students were enrolled in each of the subjects, 
Most of the data is taken from state records* The number of 
teachers engaged in the instruction of social studies was 
found to be 306. The number of social studies courses offered 
in each school ranged from 3 to 8* The per cent of schools 
offering each subject varied from 100% for U. 8. history to 
3% for ancient history.
Woods^ used as the object of his study the senior high 
schools of Alabama. The purpose of this study was to find how 
many courses in the social studies were being offered, what 
texts were being used, and how these subjects were being 
taught. Information was gathered by examination of state 
records and the state course of study, as well as by question­
naires which were sent to all schools being studied* It was 
found that only four subjects: American history, economics,
sociology, and general geography are offered as required sub­
jects by 50% or more of the schools. The five most frequently 
offered subjects were; American history, world history, 
economics, American government, and economic-political geogra-
^ 0. C. Woods, "The Status of the Social Sciences in 
the Senior High Schools of Alabama, 1937," (unpublished 
Master's thesis, The University of Alabama, University, 
Alabama)•
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phy* Recitation was by far the most usual method of teaching 
social studies.
In his study of the accredited secondary schools of 
Nebraska, Eellough^ was concerned chiefly with teaching meth­
ods employed and with grade levels at which the various social 
studies courses were taught* The questionnaire method was 
used for securing most of the data, but state records were also 
used to some extent# It was discovered that American history 
was the most frequently offered subject and that it was a one 
year course given during the eleventh or twelfth years of 
school* World history, a one year course at tenth year level, 
was the next most popular. Ancient history and English history 
seemed to be rapidly disappearing from the curricula of 
Nebraska schools#
The medium-sized high schools of Colorado were used as 
the object of investigation when Consbruck* made his survey of 
social studies in 1936. By use of the questionnaire method 
the necessary information was gathered concerning subjects 
offered and methods used in the field of social studies. It 
was discovered that the social studies subjects most commonly 
taught in the majority of the schools were: American history,
 ̂K. L. Kellough, "The Status of Social Science in 
the Accredited Secondary Schools of Nebraska, 1936-1937," 
(unpublished Master’s thesis, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 
Nebraska).
* A* J# Consbruck, "The Social Studies in Medium- 
Sized High Schools of Colorado, 1936," (unpublished Master’s 
thesis, Colorado State Teachers’ College, Greeley,
Colorado).
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world history, oivios, sociology, economics, and community 
civics. Most of the schools were giving instruction in Ameri­
can history, world history, and united States civics. Only 
half of the schools were giving instruction in economics, 
sociology, and community civics,
A thorough survey of the social studies in 338 low 
high schools was conducted by Gruls,^ who used for comparison 
the school years of 1929-1930 and 1936-1937, Beta w s  ob­
tained through examination of state reports as well as by the 
questionnaire method. The main points considered were courses 
offered, pupils enrolled, and texts used. It was found that 
a greater variety of social studies courses were offered in 
1937 than in 1930, that American history was the most popular 
of all these courses, that world history was displacing sepa­
rate history courses, except American history, and that 
economics and sociology were gaining In popularity.
III. Sources of Data
By far the greatest source of data for this study has 
been the State Department of Public Instruction* Materials 
concerning enrollment and courses offered during the school- 
year 1942-1943 were obtained from The State of Montana Depart­
ment of Public Instruction High School Beport A, All Infor-
® C, B. Gruls, **A Comparison of the Social Science 
Curriculum of Three Hundred Thirty-light Iowa High Schools in 
1929 to 1930 end 1936 to 1937," (unpublished Master’s thesis, 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, low).
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nation on social studies subjects offered and on educational 
qualifications of teachers during the school-year 1929-1930 
came from notes collected from the previously mentioned report 
in 1930 by Dr* Edward S. Bennett, professor of history and 
political science at Montana State University* Data pertain­
ing to textbooks used in 1942-1943 came from the Annual State 
Textbook Beports* but that pertaining to the most popular 
texts in 1929-1930 was taken from a survey carried on in 1929 
by Mr. M. P. Moe, who was then State High School Supervisor.
The Mew York Times History Test was given to the 
Freshmen of:
1. Eastern Montana Normal College at Billings,
2. Northern Montana College at Havre,
3. Montana State Nonml College at Dillon, and
4. Montana State University at Missoula.
The results were used as data as was also the summary of re­
sults as compiled by The New York Times after the testing of 
the seven thousand college freshmen from various parts of the 
United States in 1942,
To find more material on nation-wide trends, infor­
mation from the recent study made by the Committee on An^rican 
History in Schools and Colleges® was used. Several current 
articles end a few books were likewise utilized.
® Edgar B. Wesley, Director of Committee, American 
History in Schools and Colleges. The Macmillan Company,
N e ^ % r k r i 9T r ---------------
17. Method of Preaeatatloa
lo developing this snrvey, as It has been set np> the 
work falls Into two dlstlnot phases. Chief ooneern In the 
Initial phase 1» with the high eehoole of Montana and what im­
portance they attach to the teaching of enbjects la the social 
studies field. The accompllshment of this objective is real­
ized by carefully studying the Montana M g h  School records.
In order to discover what are the more recent trends, a co#- 
perison is made between the records for the school-year 1909- 
1930 and similar records for the school-year 1940-1943,
The second phase of the work follows closely the 
first, but here an attempt is made to find how much history 
is remembered by freshmen when they enter college* For this 
purpose the results of The Hew York Times American Bistory 
Test, which was given to 377 freshmen entering four different 
units of the Greater University of Montana In the fall of 
1943, are compared with the results obtained when that test 
was originally given In 1940, to 7,000 college freshmen from 
36 different colleges throughout the United States. The many 
weaknesses of this test are fully realized, of course, but 
the fact that It has recently been given to such a large num­
ber of students from so many different schools seems to 
justify the use herein made of it.
In developing coherence of the two phases special 
attention is given to recent articles and books dealing with 
trends in the teaching of history and other social studies.
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There Is alirays am attempt made to relate to and eompare with 
amoh trends those made evident by the study of Montana high 
schools.
The final chapter is, for the main part, a summary of 
the findings of the study. There are, however, some conclu» 
Slone drawn on the basis of dlsoovaries made, and a few 
suggestions for further studies are offered.
V, Mmltetion# of Study
This study is purposely limited to a consideration of 
history and related subjects in Montana high schools from the 
standpoint of curriculum, enrollment, texts, and training of 
instructors, Quite obviously, a completely different study 
could be conducted on this same subject by approaching it frsna 
the angle of how these subjects are taught In Montana high 
schools.
In testing the college freshmen in Montana, another 
limitation must be mentioned. The test was given la only four 
Montana schools. The othere, either due to war-time programs 
or inflexible testing programs, were unable to cooperate.
( m m m  ii
STATUa OF TSF SOCIAL aTUDIBB IN MMfTANA HIOH SCmOLS
Althou^ IMS stmây la primarily oenaamed mith the 
status of history in the state of Montana, many other snbjests 
In the aoslel studies group are so slosely related to and 
sonnested with history that it was thought wise to deal with 
each individual subjest in that field. Therefore, a subject* 
by-subjest survey was made and recorded. In each case records 
for the school years of 1929*1950 and 1942*1943 were studied 
in a similar manner, and careful comparisons were made with 
the hope of bringing out all changes which might be indicative 
of educational trends.
This part of the study approaches the problem from 
several angles. An attempt is made to discover what per cent 
of the schools teach each subject, what per cent of the high 
school students of the state are enrolled in each subject, 
what the training of the teacher is in the subject which he 
or she is teaching, and what texts are being used. In connec­
tion with the first point, it must be kept in mind that many 
of the smaller schools rotate their subjects, and since the 
study deals with one particular year, the per cent of schools 
teaching a certain subject over a period of years might be 
considerably larger than that for one year. This mme fact 
might be applied to the point dealing with per cents of 
students enrolled in various subjects. Concerning the train­
10
ing of taaohora, It muot be stated that In the ease of a very 
fe# sohoole the neeessary faota were omitted# Thus, t W  re- 
suits are based only upon sohool systems from whloh complete 
infonmtloa was obtained. It will also be noted that in this 
ease there was no comparison between the two sohool-years be­
ing studied# This was true because necessary information 
pertaining to this xs&tter was not available for the school- 
year 1989-1980# With regard to the point dealing with texts, 
it will often be noted that the number of texts listed far 
exceeds the number of schools teaching the course# This can 
be accounted for by two facts# Many schools have more than 
one text in certain subjects, and many schools, because of 
rotation of subjects, have texts on hand whloh they are not 
using during the particular year studied.
With this brief explanation and quailflceti on the 
study of the various subjects will begin.
Table I gives the per cent of schools teaching courses 
in each of the social studies subjects during the sohool-years 
being considered# The subjects are arranged in the order of 
their prominence during 1942-1943. The list of subjects here 
given was taken from High Sohool Report A of The State Depart- 
ment of Public Instruction. Interpretations of the table by 
subject will be made throughout the chapter.
Table II deals with the training of teachers of the 
different social studies subjects and of the field in general* 
Interpretations of this table will be made in the remainder 
of this chapter.
T&BLB I
PEB CENT OF SCHOOLS TEAORIW, AND PER CEST OF STUDENTS 
ENROLLED IN VARIOUS SOCIAL STUDIES SUBJECTS IN mNTANA 
HIGH SCQDOLS FOR THE SCBDOL TEARS 
1929-30 and 1942-43
Snbjeots
|N9r dent of 
Schools Teaohlng 
1929-30 1942-43
Gain Loss
ÿer Êteni of 
Students Enrolled 
1929-30 1942-43
Gain Lose
U. S. History 78.5 79.2 .9 19.8 23.2 3.4
World History 70.5 72.1 1.5 16.3 17.9 1.5
Eaonomloa 57.1 31.5 25.5 8.5 4.4 4.2
Soelolo^ 50.4 25.0 45.4 9.1 5.8 5.3
Social Stadias 4.5 15.0 11.4 1.4 5.5 4.201 Vlas 14.8 12,3 2.5 2.3 1.3 1.0
American I^oblems 19.8 9.4 10.4 2.7 1.4 1.3
01 tlzansMp 27.2 7.5 19.7 7.0 1.4 5.5
Anal ant History 12.4 4.7 7.7 5.2 2.2 4.0
Mad. & Mod. History 12.9 4.7 8.2 5.7 1.0 4.7Vocations 31.3 4.7 25.5 4.9 1.2 3.7
Montana History .5 2.4 1.9 .1 .3 .2
Internatloml Relations ,5 2.4 1.9 .1 .3 .2
Carrent History .9 1.9 1.0 .5 .4 .1Latin Am. History .0 .9 .9 .0 .1 .1®aglish History .9 .9 .2 .1 .1
Industrial History 7.8 .5 7.5 1.2 .1 1,1
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Ï&ELE II
XDUOATIOKAL WUFIOATIOM8 OT TmOEERS IN TBR 
SOCIAL STUDIES COURSES DURINO TBE SOBDOL YEAR
1942 and 1945
per Cent Per cent ÿer Cent 2Wber8*bj#otm With Less With With OfThan Minor Minors Majors Teachers
u. S* mmtory 9.6 54.0 56.2 174World History 12.9 49.0 58.1 165
Eoomomlo» 22.4 52.2 25.4 67Sociology 19.0 48.5 32.7 58
Social Studios 11.1 66.9 22.2 56CiTics 9,5 42.9 47.6 21American Problems B.5 57.9 56.6 19
Cltlzcnsblp 18.8 62.4 18.8 16
Ancient History 10.0 40.0 50.0 10Msd. & Mod. mat. 11.1 53.5 55.6 9Vocations 11.1 44.4 44.4 9Montana History 53.5 35.5 33.5 5
In term tloml Rcl. 53.5 66.7 3
(birreat History 66.7 53.5 3Latin Am. History 100.0 2English History 100.0 2Industrial Hist* 100.0 1
Entire Social
Studies Field 15.1 52.2 54.7 588
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ORITBD ariTES HI8T0RT
Aa m a  the oas® la 1Q29-1930, m i  tea States history 
is still the most frequently offered subject of the social 
studies group. The per sent of schools teaching it has in­
creased by only 0.9?l, from 78,3)6 to 79.3)6, over the thirteen 
year period being studied. This, in itself, is an insignifi­
cant Chengs. Howovar, the per cent of students taking the 
course has increased 3.4)6 during the same period of time.
This indicates that more students are now taking United states 
history in the schools where it is offered, possibly because 
more high school students are now staying in school until 
their junior or senior year, when the course Ic given. If 
the plan of rotating subjects is considered, it appears 
possible that the per cent of schools offering the subject 
might approach 100. This is particularly interesting in view 
of the fact that recent critics have stated that United States 
history is the "neglected subject"^ in American Schools.
The training of the teacher in the subject which he 
teaches is always considered an important factor. Therefore, 
it is interesting to note that in the school-year 1948-1943 
over one-third of the teachers of United States history in 
Montana had majors, end only 9.8)6 of them had less than a 
minor. Many of those with less than a minor were short only a 
few credits of being in that category. Information pertaining
^ H, B. Fraser, "Heglect of American Hi story," 
Idueation. 45%438-438, March, 1943.
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to toaofeer preparation was not available for the year 192f- 
1030# Therefore, there earn be no eomparlaon made from that 
atandpolnt#
Fourteen different texts were listed as being need in 
teaohlng United States history in Montana high Sehools* By 
far the most nsnal of these, however, was Sftizzey’s A History 
of onr Conntry, which was being need In 109 schools. Next on 
the list was Adams and Tannest*s The Record of Amerloa. with 
15 schools claiming the use of It. The publishing dates most 
frequently given for texts used were 1936 and 1937, Twenty- 
seven schools reported texts published at the former date and 
thirty-three at the latter. However, the dates of publication 
ranged from 1987 to 1943.
The long-time popularity of Muzzey’s book is bom# 
out by the fact that it also occupied the position of promi­
nence in the school-year 1929-1930* Moe^ found it to be used 
in 122 schools. The next most commonly used texts at that 
date were Feet and Beard, with frequencies of 13 and 11 respec­
tively. These two texts, had, by 1942-1943, dropped to 
seventh place in the table, each being listed by 6 schools.
Ho publishing dates were mentioned for the books used in 1929- 
1930.
Summarys
1. Most of the secondary schools of Montana are
 ̂Information on texts used in 1929-1930 and all 
tables of texts used at that time cam frcm a study conducted 
by M. P. Moe, as explained on p. 6 of this study.
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giving ©ours®» la united States M  story#
2# Most students at some time during their high school 
careers take a course la United States history#
3* The Instructors teaching these courses are, for the 
most part, adequately prepared to carry on their work#
4# The text hooks used are up»to*"date, and there is a 
greet deal of uniformity of texts used throughout the state, 
the same one being used In about #0$ of the schools.
TABLE III
TEITS USED IN UNITED STATES HISTORY DURING THE 
8CHD0L.YEAR 192t.*1930
Texts Wumher of Schools
Muzzey # , # # 120
west . . . . 13
Beard . # # . 11
Eicon . * # , 5
Eorman • « . • 5
8 others (1 to 4 each) # # * 18
Total 174
TABLE IT
TEITS USED IN TmTED STATES BI STORY DDRING TRE 8CED01-YEAR 194&-1943
Author
Muzzey,
Adams,
(Mrmom,
mirth.
Title ÿuliilshiag............. Wrequemoy im    '............ #otalCompany PUhliehlng Dates Trequeney
_________ 27 29 33 Sg 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43________
&  Mat, of GinnOur CoualgFy
8e<k>r& of Am. Scribner a 
Met. Irenfi tins ton 
TolAmnA. %m.
IRTv. ôif Am. Am. Book
Purcell,
Beard,
teat,
Faulkner,
Hamm,
Barker,
Pi ah,Bxghea,
Yhrbrough,
ImT People Heath 
Mâki
Irn.mi^n
ng of 
mSlT.
Ginn
Macmillan
Zm. ÿwple Allyn-Bacon 
Zm. ."Its Harper Bros.
STs t. “W  People 
tteit Mst. Èeath
oMT.ngT"üûrlfefloa Roe-Peteraon
'ffiat. of W.S. Am. Book
n. 8. Bacon
%La%, of U.S. Laldlaw
1 5 2  1 7 2 S 2 1 4 1 7 1
5 1 5  6 2
9
1 2 1 S2 4
21
9 11 5
5 1
109
15
9
7
66
5
5
3
2
111
Totale 1 1 7 4 8 10 27 55 21 23 5 16 12 5 171
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WORLD BISTORT
Soooad la popularity among aubjocts of the social 
studies gMup is world history* This was true for both 1929- 
1930 and 1942-1943* The per cent of schools offering the 
eourse has increased from 70*5 to 72,1 during the period be­
tween the years studied. The per cent of students enrolled 
M s  increased from 16,3 to 17,9, Neither of these changes, of 
1,6# each, is great enough to merit consideration. Instead, 
they tend to point out that the course enjoys approximately 
the same position in the curricula of the various schools as 
it did thirteen years ago. Again, the practice of routing 
subjects no doubt is used by many schools, end if this fact 
were duly considered the per cents would possibly be increased 
by an appreciable amount.
Of the 155 teachers given as instructors of the course 
la world history, 38,1# were history majors, 49# M d  a minor 
in timt field, and 18.9# had less than a minor. Thus, about 
87# of the teachers of world history in Montana high schools 
for t M  school-year 1942-1943 had sufficient educational 
preparation for their work. For those who were not in that 
category, the amount of credits in preparation varied from none 
to within a credit or two of a minor. The absence of data for 
1989-1930 makes comparison impossible.
The texts used by the different schools varied consid­
erably, Nineteen of them were mentioned. Pahlow’s book,
Man's Great Adventure was much more frequently mentioned than
18
WBT@ any of th# other#, @L%ty-on@ aohoola gave it as their 
text. f*o other#, Heekel and aigean, On The Road to 01 Till- 
zatlon and gnghee, The Making of Today's World, were each 
elalmed as the texts of nineteen different eehoole. Although 
the publishing dates of the text# reported ranged from 1928 
to 1942, nearly one-half of them were reported as hawing been 
published from 1938 to 1940.
Gomparlson of texts In world history for the two dates 
being studied reweal# that a great ohange ha# taken plaee. 
Robinson, Smith, & Breasted, the moat oonmonly used book In 
1929-1930, rank# only sewenth In 1942-1943, and It shares that 
plaee with two others. The W o  books which ranked second and 
third at the earlier date, Rlson and West, were fifth and 
tenth respectively on the list for 1948-1945, Furthermore, 
the popular texts for the latter date were not ewen mentioned 
at the foimer date.
In comparing the results of this textbook study In 
Montana with a similar one oonducted by Gruls& In Iowa for 
the sehool-year 1956-198?, an interesting fact present# It­
self, In the Io$m study Pahlow, the number one book in 
Montana for 1948-1943, was the most popular text, Robinson, 
Smith, & Breasted, the most commonly used book in Montana 
for 1929-1950, ranked second in Iowa schools.
® 0» B, Cferuls, op, clt.
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SttMaryî
1, Almost all of the high schools of Montana give 
soarsee la world history either annually or on alternating 
years.
S* Judging from the per cent of students enrolled, an 
overwhelming majority of thorn take this course at some time,
3, %aoher# of the subject are as well qualified 
educationally as are those of most other subjects,
4, Although there Is little uniformity of texts, those 
used are of relatively recent publication.
TABLE V
TEXTS ÜS1D IN WORLD HISTORY DURING THE SCHOOL-YSAH
1929-1930
Texts Number bt Schools
Robinson, Smith, and Breasted « # 51
Elson • • • , « . . 30
West • • , • * , . 25Webster . , . . . . . 22
Bayes and Moon • . , . . . , 9
Myers • • . . . . « 9
Barnard and Boardbard , . . . 2
Total 148
TABLE n
TEXTS D8ED IB WORLD HISTORY DORIBG THE SCHOOL-YMR 1942-1943
"raiï'iHIiïgCoœpaay Wôquéaoy la
-------------- ! E T O ~
Pübllmhlag Datsa Wre--88 30 SI 52 53 34 35 56 57 se S9 40 41 43da«aoy
Aat&or Title
Pahlo#,
Heekel,
Boghes,
Bayes,
ElBom,
Seïjaplro,
Beeker,
Perkins,
Robinson,
Webster,
West,
Capen,
Webster,
Bearâ,
Carmen,
Greenan,
Rogers,
Bugg,oreh.
Ban's Great Adv.
f ô r i r -------
f^riâ History
gf. î â ^ o e .Story of Civ.
Par Irorla foaay 
k "fesieràay
W ê ï T W r rfôHI fÎQgress
^ n g - ôf Ak. -fflT. Hiet, Cnrreate 
lia Ôbangittg Im. 
trâlT g ^ Ŵ r lI
Mifôry-------
iStorÿ of Hâtions
l i r o m w y —
Oentaries
Ginn
Winston
Allyn-Bac*
Maomillan 
Am. Book 
Houghton 
Sllver-B. 
Ranâ-Mc, 
Ginn
Heath
Allyn-B.
Am. Book
Heath
Maomillan
Winston
MoGraw
Holt
Ginn
Heath-
1
2
8 S 1 1 24 18 6 611 3 14 1 192 2 3 4 3 2 3 19
1 4 1 8 3 143 8 1 12 11 1 23 14
8 1 3
1
1
58811
111
Totals 3 1 2 11 3 14 9 7 12 31 21 83 7 11 155
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Eooyoigcs
E@omomlG8 was being taogbt in eonslSerably fewer 
Montana high sebools dnrlng the sobool^year 1942-1943 than in 
the 1929-1930 term. The per eent had dropped from 57,1 to 
31,6, The per eent of students enrolled in the subjeet re- 
dneed from 8,6 to 4,4 during the same period* In spite of 
this noticeable decline in popularity, it still held third 
plaee in the list of social studies subjects given and 
fourth place in enrollment in those subjects.
The teachers of économies were more poorly trained 
tlmn those of any other subject studied. Over one-fifth of 
them did not have minors in the subject. One-fourth had 
majors, and slightly over one-half had minors. These figures 
are rather significant in view of the fact that a large num­
ber of teachers, 67, is being considered.
Twenty-four different texts were listed in the 1942- 
1943 report. Of those the most commonly used was Goodman, 
Economics in Everyday Life, Sixteen schools listed it.
Three books, Dodd, Introduction to Economicsi Janzen, Every­
day Economics; and Shields, Gonsumer Economic Problems were 
named by ten schools each. Thirteen of the remaining twenty 
were listed by only one or two schools each. All of the 
popular texts of the earlier date, Thompson, Ely and Wicker, 
Fay, Fairchild, and Carver, had dropped -fe» positions of 
relative unimportance by the later date.
Dates of publication for the various texts spread
zz
frmm 1S24 to 1948# The on© most frequently given was 1938# 
hk>r© than one-half of all the books being used in the state
were published during or later than 1938,
Summary:
1# Eoonomios is not being offered In as mny Montana
high sohools now as was the ease thirteen years ago.
2# A large number of students still take the course, 
but the number has decreased considerably.
5# Teachers of economics, as a group, apparently are 
not as well trained as are those of other subjects in the 
social studies field,
4. No uniformity as to texts exists, but most of those 
used are fairly recent publications.
TABLE 711
TEIT8 USED IN ECONOMICS DURING THE 8CH00L-YEAR
1929-1930
Texts Number of Sohools
Thompson . # . . . . , 30
Ely and ticker ................ 20
îay # ,  ..................................... 15
Fairchild . . . . . . 13
Carver . . . . . . 12
12 others (1 to 5 each) . . . . 36
Total 125
TAB&E Till
TEXTS 9SED IN EOONOMI08 DURING TBE SCBDOl^TEAR 1942-1943
Publishing Frequenoy in
Aether Title Company Publishing Dates Fre-
24 29 31 32 34 35 38 5? 38 39 40 41 42 qnenoy
Gooamam, Econ. in Everyday
r m  ...........
Ginn 16 16
Dodd, fitrb, Econ. So. Mast, 4 6 10
Janzea, Iveryda F “l io n . Sllver-B. 1 3 2 3 1 10
Shields, Con* icon, frob* So* west* 3 7 10Bel&hey,
Fmlrehlld,
EGon.-E-BueT-RDD.
3sâeotIaTêlof-Bebn.
Winston 8 8Am. Book 1 1 1 3 6Pay, lleients' of loon* N&omillan 5 1 6
Smith, EëSnZinràeoTTÜnd.
RoSlema MoGra*-H. 1 1 1 2 5
Hers chltowl tz. M o d , Econ * Nacmlllan 3 1 4
Hughes, Fund, of lion. Allyn-B. 3 3Carver, 11. of Icon. Ginn 1 1 2Corbett, M o d e m  lion. Maomillan 2 2
Faubel, frln, of Icon. Harcourt 2 \ 2
Klein, Economie frob. Lyone-C. 1 1 2
Patterson, Am. Economics Maomillan 2 2
Thompson, 11* Ëionomlos Sanborn 1 1 2
Bohlman, Sur Icon. ÿrob. Heath 1 1Colby, loon, deog.
1 1 . of lion.
Ginn 1 1Ely, Macmillan 1 1
Klein, Iboa. ïrob. Lyons-C. 1 1
Lutz, intro, to leoi. Ro*-P. 1 1
Truitt, I&ia. of Eion. Oxford 1 1
^u tavern. Son. Investie tea lose 1 1
Totals 1 1 5 9 4 8 18 8 30 2 15 4 3 97
w
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m c z o m m
SoeioXogy, a aabjeot vMeà la often taught alternately 
with eaonomlaa, is now helng taught In eonsiâerably fewer 
high eehoole than it formerly wme. It was being given in only 
38)C of the high sohools in 1942-1943, as oompared with #0.4# 
in 1929-1930. The per sent of studmts enrolled Indleatee an 
even greater lose. At the earlier date 9*1# of all the stu­
dents in Montana high aohoola were enrolled in the aubjeot. 
That per eent had dropped to 3*8 by the later date. At that,
it still held fifth plaee in enroUmant.
As was true with eoonomles, the teaohera of aoelology, 
in general, were not well prepared for their work* less than
one-third had majors, and less than one-half had minors,
Nearly one-fifth did not have minors. This would not mean so 
muoh if it were not that fifty-eight teaohera were inoluded 
in this group. Therefore, eleven teaohera of the subject did 
not have minors in the field in which they were teaehing.
Although fourteen different texts were listed, three 
of them appeared to be far more commonly used than any of the 
others. In fact, about 70# of the schools listed one of these 
as the text used. These three were Gavian and Gray, Our 
Ghanglng Social Orders landla end Landis, Social living: and 
lllwood. Social Problems and Sociology. Many of the texts 
listed in 1929-1930 were still being used at the later date, 
although they did not hold the same positions of prominence 
as they previously had. Only one, Sllwood, was found among
25
tlm #r#@ mo*% popular, Th# pmbllsMag da tee varied from 1984 
to 1948 with 1996 feeing given moat freqnently. Nearly §0# 
of the feook# feeing need feed feeen pnfellehed in 1936 or later.
Snmwrys
1, Many high sofeools have dieoontinued offering a 
eouree In aoelology.
8, Enrollment hae deereaeed in proportion to the 
ieeline in eehoole offering the enfejeet,
3. Teaohera of the enfejeot, ae a whole, are not 
euffioiently well prepared for teaehing the enfejeot.
4, There le a fair amount of uniformity in texte 
need by the varioue eehoole of the etate.
TlBt: II
TEITB 98BD IN 800I01ÛQT DDNING TBE SCBDOL-YEAR1989*1930
 ' """" ' '  ' ' ...   iumfeer' of______________________________sehoole
Bllwood . . . . . . . .  65
Tonne    19
Patterson . . . . . . . .  16
Gillette . . . . . . . .  0
finney . . . . . . . .  7
Rome 56 othere (1 or 5 eaoh) • • • . 7
Total 189
TABLE X
TBITS USED IN SOCIOLOGY DBRING TBB SCBDOL-TBAB
194&-1943
fttbli shing frequency In ..f o U T
Author Title Company Publishing Dates frequency
24 28 52 @4 35 57 38 59 41 42
Gaviam, Our Changing Social 
R̂RTer
Heath 15 1 12 1 1 81
laadl*.Bllwood, U : ^social Procleme and 
Sociology
Ginn
Am» Book 2 1 2 2 4
22
1
6 1 29
12
Boss, Sûi&menw of So®. Bruce Pub. 3 4 7Bogaraas, SoaariTfe an3T
iorsonality
Silver-B. 4 4
Patterson, imerl%n Social Prob. Macmillan 1 5 4
Town©, ëociaï ÿro&îem# Macmillan 2 2 4Beaoh, Social Problem® and
SojAoWy
Scribner 5 3
Landis, Our Changing Society Ginn 2 2
Cole, School Sociology
Keiaeitary Sociology
Allyn-B. 1 1
finney. Sanborn 1 1
Quinn, Institutions of the Lippincott 1 1Social forli
Quinn, living in the Social 
IRxBCr*"--
Llppincott 1 1
8o<&al science Series Ginn 1 1
Totals 2 1 2 24 7 5 28 15 11 e 101
mOk
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SOCIAL STUDIRS
The aubjeot whieh gained most In popularity during the 
thirteen-year period from 1929-1930 to 1942-1943 was social 
studies* This was true from both the standpoints of sohools 
giving it and of students enrolled. The per eent of schools 
teaching the course had more than tripled, having increased 
from 4,6# to 16#, The per cent of students enrolled had in­
creased from 1.4# to 5,6#, This indicates that the course 
is not only being taught in more schools but is also popular 
with the students.
Teachers of social studies seemed to be about as well 
prepared as those of other subjects in the social studies 
field. Almost 90# had either minors or majors in history.
The rest varied in preparation from very little to nearly a 
minor.
The texts for social studies were not listed. Prob­
ably the reason for this was t& t no space on the report 
blank was devoted to that subject. It is probable that some 
of the texts used were listed under other headings. However, 
it would be difficult to recognize these, and no degree of 
accuracy could be assured by such a method.
Summary;
1. The course, social studies, is growing in 
popularity more rapidly than any other in the social science
group.
2, It is iio doubt taking the place of many of the
soeiaX soioBoe subjscts wMoh are being dropped from the list 
of subject# glTen by Montana high schools#
S. Teachers of the subject are fairly well prepared 
for their work, so far as subject matter is concerned.
CIVICS
The per cent of schools teaching civics has dropped 
from 14.8 to 12.3, and the per cent of students enrolled has 
declined from 2.3 to 1.3 during the thirteen-year period under 
consideration. This shows that the number of students taking 
thB course is reducing at a more rapid rate than is the number 
of schools offering it. The classes in this subject, where it 
is offered, are usually small.
Teachers were shown to be about as well trained for 
this as they were for the average subject in the social studies 
group. Less than 10# of them lacked a minor in the field.
The majority had majors.
Magruder’s American Government was the text used by 
more than three-fourths of the schools in 1942-1943, It was 
also by far the most popular text in 1929-1930. In all, 
eleven books were listed for the subject during the later 
school year. The publishing dates of these texts ranged from 
1921 to 1943, with more given as 1942 than as any other date* 
Over one-third of the texts being used were published during 
or after 1940.
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Suxmary:
1. OourWB In cl vie® are being given in fewer Montana 
high eehools now than was the case thirteen years ago.
2. few students are enrolled in the civics courses 
which are offered.
3. Teachers of the subject are sufficiently well pre­
pared, generally speaking*
4. The texts are relatively recent and are fairly 
unifcm throughout the state.
T&BLE H
TEXTS USED IN CIVICS DORING THE 8CB00L~YEAR
1929-1930
Texts Ëumher of Schools
MSgruder . . . . 92
Ashley . . * . 19
forman . . . . # e # 6
Heed • • • • # * # 5
12 others (1 to 3 each) # # # 21
Total 143
TABLE %II
TEZT8 USED IN CIVICS DOBING THE 8CB00L-YBAR
1942-1943
INiblishlng frequency in “f o w rAuthor Title Company Publishing Dates Fre-21 28 29 32 54 55 36 m 38 39 40 41 42 45 quenoy
liagruder. Amerloan Allyn-B. 1 3 4 5 3 6 5 10 9 15 4 65Government
Renne, Montana Ôitissen St. Pub. 6 1 7
Hill, Community and 
Voe. GÎvIcb
Ginn 4 2 6
Hughes, liaerl can Allyn-B. 1 2 1 4Government
Garner, Our Govermaent Am. Book 1 1
Haasa, The Am. People Heath 1 1Hughes, Gommuhlty dlv. Allyn-B. 1 1HUgheSy Sivie draining Allyn-B. 1 1Lopp, ôiiizen and Silver-B. 1 1
W i .Gov'%.
Rugg, ïni'roâüction Ginn 1 1
to Im. Gov^t.
Steinberg, Ôur Ctenglng 
Government
Lippincott 1 1
Totals 1 5 1 2 4 Ô 9 9 8 5 11 9 13 4 87
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AMERICAN PROBLEMS
Although the subjeet ealled Amerlean Problems still 
holds seventh plaee on the list of soeial studies subjeots 
offered in Montana high sohools, its importanee has rapidly 
declined during the time-period being considered in this study# 
In 1942-1943 it was taught in less than one-half as many 
schools as in 1929-1930* The decrease in schools giving it 
was from 1 9 . to 9,4$. Only 1.4$ of the high school students 
of Montana were enrolled in the course in the latter school- 
year as compared with 2.7$ at the earlier date.
The teachers of the course were well prepared in sub­
ject-matter. Of the nineteen listed nearly 37$ had majors 
and nearly 58$ had minors in history. Only one teaeher had 
less than a minor.
There seemed to be a great variety of texts in use. 
Sixteen were listed. The most frequently mentioned of these 
was Hughes, problems of American Democracy. Nine schools 
apparently use it. Next was Kidger, problems of American 
Democracy, used by six schools, Hughes was likewise the most 
popular text in 1929-1930, However, Williamson, the book which 
ranked second at that time shared sixth place with two other 
books in 1942-1943*
Publishing dates for the texts mentioned varied from 
1919 to 1943, The one most often given was 1940, Three- 
fourths of the books used were published in 1937 or later.
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Smmmry;
1. Amerloen problem®, often called problems of 
American demoereoy, Is being tangbt In far fewer schools than 
was formerly the case.
2. Few students are taking the course in the schools 
in which It is offered,
3. The teachers of the course are well trained,
4# The texts are relatively new, but there is a wide 
variety of them being used.
TABLE nil
TEXTS USED IN AMERICAN PROBLEMS DURING THE 
80RD0L-TEAR 1929-1950
Texts Number of Schools
Hughes ................ 21
Villiamson 16
Morehouse and Graham . . , . 7
3 others (1 or 2 eaoh) . . . 5
Total 49
TABL& H T
TEXTS USED IN jlMERIOAN PROBLEMS DURING THE SCHDOL-TEAR
1942-1943
Publishing yre'quency In T o ta lAuthor Title Company Publishing Dates Fre­19 25 33 55 36 3? 38 59 40 41 42 43 quency
Eughee, Problems of Am. Allyn-B. 3 2 1 2 1 9
Democracy
Kidger, frobiems of Am. Ginn 6 6Oeiaocracy
Magruder, imerloan Gov’t. Allyn-B. 1 1 2 1 5
letter son. ÿrob. In Am. Bern. Macmillan 4 1 5Greenan, Z w y d â ÿ R b b i r i n  
Am. Democracy
Houghton- 
Mifflin
1 1 1 5
Adams, Necord of America Scribner 1 1 2
Hughes, fbday’s frbbiems Allyn-B. 2 2
filllamson. Prob. o f Am. Bern. Heath 2 2Baoon, F u F ld fe  Today Llttle-B. 1 1
lllwood. Soc. an? QoET^Soc. Am. Book 1 1
R o b .-------- ------
Fincher, Democracy at Work Wine ton 1 1
Keohane, (W verm ^nt In Harcourt 1 1
Action
Muzzey, Amerl'can History Ginn 1 1
Houghton, Realities of Am. Macmillan 1 1
Sbvernment
Russell, fie %i(eaming of Dem. Maomillan 1 1Walker, Am. %m. ^ dESnge Scribner 1 1
Totals 1 2 1 5 3 3 8 1 10 3 4 1 42
M
CITIZENSHIP
The number of schools teaching citizenship has de­
clined between the school-years 1929-1930 and 1942-1943, At 
the earlier date It was given by 27,2% of the high schools in 
Montana, By the later date it was taught in only 7.5$ of 
those schools. The per cent of students enrolled has declined 
at a similar rate, having dropped from 7.0$ to 1.4$ over the 
same period of time.
Nearly one-fifth of the instructors listed as teach­
ing the subject have less than a minor In the field of social 
studies. The same amount have majors, and the rest have 
minors. The indication here is that citizenship might be a 
subject which is assigned to the teacher whose program will 
best accommodate it, rather than to the one who is best pre­
pared to teach it.
The variety of texts used is great. Eighteen books 
are listed. The most widely used one is Hughes, Building 
Citizenship. It was given as the text In sixteen schools.
None of the other seventeen are used in more than three 
schools. Hill, which was by far the most popular in 1929-1930, 
was being used in only two schools in 1942-1943. Hughes 
ranked second at the earlier date.
The publishing dates of the texts mentioned varied 
from 1929 to 1943. The two dates most often given were 1936 
and 1940, each having a frequency of seven. Nearly three- 
fourths of these books were published during or after 1937.
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Sixmmary:
1* The teaching of citizenship has been discontinued 
in many Montarn high schools*
8. Few students are taking the course*
3, Teachers are not particularly well prepared for
their work In the subject.
4* A great variety of texts on the subject is in 
use In the high schools of the state.
5* The publication dates of the texts used average a
little earlier than those of some used in other subjects of 
the social science group.
TABIE IT
TEirS USED IN CITIZENSHIP DURING TEE
i929-i*3o
Texts Number of Schools
mil
Hughes
Marshall
Edmonson and Dodd * * * 6
3 others 1 each . * • * • 3
Total 69
T&BLm IVI
TBITS USED IB CITIZBKSBI? DURING TBE 8CBOOL-TEAR 1948-1945
%SIlsSlng Frequency la fotial
Author Title Company Publishing Dates Fre­88 53 34 55 55 3? 36 39 40 41 42 43 quency
Hughes, Building Citizen- Allyn-B. 1 8 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 15
Crawford, ap.'pp r ^ ^ l o u r
Amerlcan Gov’t.
Heath 3 3Magruder, Allyn-B. 2 1 3Blough, funJ: "67 TETT laldlaw 2 2mil. Cdsjffiunîfy“"à Toc. Civ•Ginn 1 1 2Lopp, mrrrws-Gôvrt. Sllver-B. 2 2Shively, ?5catTonëï iRroST 
Montana Gov^tT
MoOormlek 2 2Abbot, B. Gazette 1 1Anstice. Am. Citizen 1 1Arnold, Suilding 6ur Life Row-P. 1 1Broome, 6ur Demooraey Matmlllan 1 1Capen, fiy Worts to the 
# r B
Am. Book 1 1
mil. The Life & Work of Ginn 1 1"EEë T E ^ z w  -Houghton, Realities of Am. Maomillan 1 1
Sov*t*Ikgruder,
qulnn.
Our Changing Gov’t*
n v l n g " I n 3 e " ^ T
World
lippincott
Lippincott
1
1 11
Renne, Bon tana Citizen St. Pub. 1 1
Turklngton, Tour dountry & Mine Ginn 1 1
1 1 2 1 ? 5 4 4 9 4 1 3 41
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ABOIENT
Aneieat history 1» apparsatly a âyiag subjeet as far 
as Moataaa high sohools are ooaoeraed. Oaly 4,7% of the 
schools give it BOW, whereas it was offered ia 12.4$ of the 
schools ia 1929-19B0. At the present time the course eajoys 
its greatest popularity la the parochial schools. The number 
of students taking ancient history has dropped proportionally 
with the decline of its importance ia the curriculum. This 
change probably does not mean that no ancient history is be­
ing taught now but that it is being Included in subjects of 
a broader scope, such as world history and the general social 
studies courses.
There were only ten instructors listed as teaching 
ancient history. Of these 90$ had either majors or minors in 
history, and only one did not have a minor. Therefore, the 
indication is that teachers of the subject are sufficiently 
prepared for their work.
Seven different texts were listed as being used in 
1942-1943, Of these the one which occurred with the greatest 
frequency was Batten, Ancient and Medieval History. The most 
popular book in 1929-1930, Robinson and Breasted, shared sec­
ond place on the list for the latter date. As would be 
expected, many of these texts have very old publication dates. 
More were listed for 1928 than for any other year. However, 
they ranged from 1926 to 1943, indicating that some new books 
on the subject are still being bought by the high schools.
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Summary:
1. Anoient history Is being replaoeâ in Montana high 
sohools by other subjeots.
8. Very few students now take courses in ancient
hi story.
3* Teachers of the subject are well prepared,
4. The teits used, for the most part, are older, but 
there are some very recent ones also In use,
5. Ancient history Is still quite widely taught in 
parochial schools because of Its connection with religion.
TABLE m i
TEXTS USED IN ANOIENT BISTORT DURING THE 
SCaOOL-YEAR 1989-1950
Texts Number of Schools
Robinson and Breasted . . . . .  13
Nest . . . .  d
5 others (1 to 3 eaoh . . . .  10
Total 29
TABLE I7III
TEZTS USED IN ANCIENT HISTORY IXmiNG THE 8(^D0L»YEAR
1942-1943
TCTHsHlg"Company
^reqnenay In 
Publishing Dates 16 E8 29 53 3? 38 39 41 43
— f o w r ^fpequenoyAuthor Title
Betten,
Magoffin,
Robinson,
Myers,Hughes,
lluzzey,
Webster,
Aneient and Medieval
m'ilory-----------
Àneient and Medieval 
Msfery
gisiory of Civilization
K f W  g w ----------
Ancient History 
Making of foday*s 
#orld
f be Ameri can People
rngggim^mm^ « M iM lM tM M B M M M M M Wmrly European
Allyn-Baeon
Silver-
Burdett
Ginn
GinnAllyn-Baeon
Ginn
Heath
1 1
5
3
3
21
11
Totals 2 4 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 16
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MEDIEVAL AMD MODERN HISTORY
Medieval and modern M  story seems to fall into the 
same eetegory as does ancient history. It also is disappear­
ing from the high school curricula of the state. In fact, in 
the thirteen-year period between the two dates considered in 
this study the prominence of medieval and modem history in 
the high school curricula of the state has declined at a more 
rapid rate than has that of ancient history* The per cent of 
sohools giving the subject has declined from 12,9 to 4.7, 
while the per cent of students taking it has fallen from 5.7 
to 1.0. The course is most frequently offered in large 
sohools where a wider choice of subjects is possible. Prob­
ably much of the material formerly taught in this subject is 
now Inoluded in other social studies courses.
All teachers listed, except one, had either minors or 
majors in history. However, that one teacher represented
11.1$ of those engaged, since only nine were reported,
A wide variety of texts is evidently used throughout 
the state. Of the tea listed, no one book was used in more 
than four sohools. The one moat commonly used in 1942-1943 
was found to be Hayes and Moon, Modern and Medieval History. 
This book was not even given in the 1929-1950 list. At that 
time Robinson and Breasted led all others, but now only one 
school claims it as the text. The publishing dates vary from 
1919 to 1940, and the greatest number fall in the 1937 column. 
More than one-half of the books used were published during or
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slaoe 1937• Three publishing dates were given as 1940, there­
by showing that some sohools have recently bought new texts on 
the subject*
Summary:
1. Very few of the public schools now offer courses 
in medieval and modem history.
2. A very small per cent of the students take the 
course even in sohools where It Is offered.
3. Teachers of the subject are as well trained as
those of otiœr social studies courses.
4. The texts used are relatively new.
5. The subject is being incorporated into more general
courses in social studies, but those which do offer it are now 
chiefly the larger public schools and the parochial sohools.
TABLE H I
TEIT8 USED IN MEDIEVAL AND MODERN BISTORT DDRING TBE SCaOOI*-TEAR 1929-1950
^wmOer 'of 
Schools
Robinson and Breasted 
West . • * •
Betten , . . .
El son . . . .
Myers , . , ,
17 
7 
5 21
Total — Sr
TABLB
TEXTS USED IN MEDIEVAL AND MODERN BISTORT 
DURING THE SGHOOl-TEAR 1942*1943
PublisMag
Company
i m ......... «iteial
Publishing Dates Erequenoy
19 28 32 34 3G 57 38 59 40
Author Title
Hayes. Modern and Medieval* » . . .ii . mmnmmmmmm,mm«m,mm»mmHistory
Betten, Relent and Medieval
Nebster. Modern European Civ.
Betten. Modern torla
Beard, asTofy'^or""
Oi%limWon. Our
Beeker, Modern History
Kaufmann, Modern Êurope
Magoffin, Ancient and Medieval
m s ^ r y
Robinson, History of Europe.
dur 6en Times 
Nest, Modem Progress
Allyn-Baoon
Allyn-Baeon
Heath
Ginn
Ginn
Sllver-B.
Allyn-Baoon
Sllver-B.
Ginn
Allyn-Baoon
2 1
1
1
1 1
4
3
32
2
111
1
1
Totals 1 8 1 2 2 4 5 1 3 19
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V00àTI0N8
Vocation# ha# deelinaâ la Importance more rapidly dur­
ing the thirteen-year period under consideration than any 
other one subject except industrial history. The per cent of 
schools teaching it dropped from 31,3 to 4,7 during that time* 
From the standpoint of enrollment the decline was less rapid, 
the per cent having fallen from 4*9 to 1,2 during the same 
period.
Although the teachers of this course are not great in 
number, they apparently have good educational qualifications, 
One of the nine listed did not have a minor in the field. Of 
the others, half had majors and half had minors.
Fourteen different texts were listed, but the most 
popular of these was Brewer, Occupations, being mentioned by 
twelve schools* Bliss, Personal!ty and School shared second 
place with Sbith and Blough, Planning A Career* Bach had a 
frequency of four. It is noteworthy that of the five popular 
texts of 1929-1950, Gowin, Wheatly and Brewer, Hill, Hughes, 
Lyon, and Gtetes, only one appeared on the list for the later 
date. That was Gowin, reported by only one school* However, 
Brewer, the author of the popular text now, was co-author of 
the popular text at the earlier date. Publishing dates are 
scattered from 1923 to 1940. The date most frequently given 
is 1930, Three-fourths of the texts used were published in 
1936 or later.
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SoHwary;
1, Yocations oouraea are taught In fewer Montana high 
sohools now than In 1929-1950.
2. Enrollment In this subject, where it is taught, is 
apparently fairly high, because per cent of enrollment has 
not dropped proportionally to per cent of sohools giving the 
course.
3* Teachers of the subject seem to be fairly well
trained,
4. The texts are not as uniform as In some subjects, 
and they are not quite as recent as might be desired.
TABIE H I
TE%T8 982D IN VOCATIONS BORING THE 8GHD0L-T2AR
1929*1950
Texts ------ luSger'o3rSchools
Gowin, Wheatly and Brewer , . . .  53
Bill • • • « • • , # * * 5Hughes
Lyon
Gates . . . . . .
4 others 1 each , . . .
Total 69
TABLE IXII
TEZT8 USED IN 7DQATI0N8 DURING THE SCBDOL.%AR
1948-1943
"fE O T s H ig  """fre<yi«aey.in ......................fo ta l"
Cjmpaay Bablisfaiag Dates Fre-
____________ 33 28 89 51 38 34 57 38 39 40 queaoy
Author Title
Brewer,
Bliss,
Smith,
Prootor,
Holbrook,
Myere,
Arnold,
Beighey,
Brisoc,
Davis,lastbum,
Edmonson,
Gowin,
R1chert,
Zutoyerm,
Occupations
fefeooali'^ and School
"§ï&îmïniA OûT@mT
rnfgrnm m m m m iftigm gm m àm  mmm ■MmwmimmmmmmmmiVocations
focaiioas and School
m m o #TRria?e---
fog^iKar-------
IcoaoïBÏo and Bualneaa
dpportani tiesüôre ë&lemanahl 
IKTGhce for 1551 
Planning four life 
Ecou
è'o'eumtTons 
leteOfaa feinei pies 
and ÿra^iCQB 
The Businessof life
in
m m  lions fhrough 
ïEIiS
Gina 1 1 9 1 12AUyn-Bacon 4 4
Am. Book 4 4
Houghton-M, 1 1 1 1 4Allyn-Bacon 5 5
MeOrew^mil 2 2
Row-Peter- 1 1
son
Winston 1 1
Prentioe-H. 1 1
Ginn 1 1
Scribners 1 1
Macmillan 1 1
Ginn 1 1
Gregg Pub. 1 1
Comm. Text* 1 1Book Co,
Totals 2 1 1 2 2  15 2 8 2 5 38
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MONTAm HISTORY
Tery little history of the state is being tanght at 
the high school level. Perhaps the chief reason for this Is 
that the elementary schools have long taught Montana history 
In the eighth grade. Because of this fact It Is likely that 
most sohools feel It unnecessary or unprofitable to repeat the 
course at high school level. However, the per cent of high 
schools teaching the subject Is on the Increase, In 1942-1943 
the per cent was 2.4 as compared to 0.5 In 1929-1930, The per 
cent of students taking It had, during the same period of 
time, changed from 0,1 to 0.3, indicating that the increase in 
the number of students taking the course is not keeping pace 
with that of sohools teaching it.
The teachers of Montana history were apparently not 
all listed, but of the three mentioned one did not have a 
minor In history, one had a minor, and the other had a major. 
This Is not a good average.
Four texts are mentioned as being used. Of these 
Abbott, Montana In the Making, is the comonly used one, be­
ing listed by 75$ of the schools concerned. It is possible 
that in some eases the text for this course was reported by 
schools actually using it in the elementary grades. This 
would account for the great difference between the number of 
high schools giving the subject and the texts reported.
Since no list of texts used in 1929-1930 was made for Montana 
history, no comparison is possible.
4?
The publishing dates range from 1924 to 1942, but the 
date ooaurlng most often is 1939, Three-fourths of the books 
reported were published during or later than 1987,
Summary:
1, The teaching of Montana history at the high school 
level is increasing, but still few schools give the course,
2, Very few students take the course, even in schools 
where it is offered.
5. Teachers are not as well prepared as they should 
be for teaching the subject,
4, The tezts are moetly of recent publication.
TABLE m i l
T m s  USED IN MONTANA HISTORY DHRING TEE SCBDOL-TEAR 1942*1948
Pubiishtng frequency in To%]TAuthor Title Company Publishing Dates Pre-24 31 54 3? 50 89 42 ^ ^ * y
Abbott, Montana in Billings 5 2 3 3 10 21#5e i&king GazetteRenne, Montana St. Pub, 1 3 4
Ô l ï f z Æ Co.Burlingame, TEeimt. St. Pub. 2 2
frontier Co.Hamilton, ljb.e Oov’t* Allyn-B. 1 1
of Wont.
Totals 1 3 5 d 3 10 2 28
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INTERKATI0K41 RELATIONS
International relations, although it still does not 
occupy an important position on the list of subject# offered 
in Montana high schools, is now being taught in 2,4$ of them, 
as compared to 0,5$ in 1929-1950, The per cent of students 
taking the course has not increased at such a great rate, 
however. It is interesting to note here that exactly the same 
change had taken place in the status of Montana history as in 
international relations.
Only a few teachers of the subject were listed, but 
all of them bad either a minor or a major in the field of 
history.
Of the two texts mentioned, Magruder'a Rational 
Government and International Relations was the more commonly 
used. aaery*s Background of World Affairs was listed by one 
school. The publishing dates were from 1939 to 1942, the most 
common one being 1942. The texts for the earlier date were 
not listed.
SummaryI
1. International relations has, during the past thir­
teen years, risen to a place of greater importance among high 
school subjects offered.
2. A rather small number of students take the course,
3. Teachers of the subject are well prepared for their
work.
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4. Texts are new, and the same one Is used quite 
generally throughout the state.
TABL: m v
T3ZTS USED IK INTEBKATIOKAl RELATIONS DURING TBE 8GH00L-TEAR 1943*1945
Author PublishingTitle Company
ffequeney in Publishing Dates 59 40 41 43
WEaY"
fre-
Magruder, National Ctov’t. Allyn-B. & International 5 1 1 5 8
Bmery, Aibklgrbuhd of Ndrld
torla Affairs Book Co.
1 1
Totals 3 1 1 4 9
CURRENT HISTORY
Although current history was being taught in more 
schools in 1942-1945, less students were taking the oourse 
than in 1929-1930. This would indicate that students do not 
attach as much importance to it as do their elders who deeide 
what is to be taught.
The teachers of the subject were all listed as having 
either minors or majors in history. There were, of course, 
no texts given. Each school indicated that a variety of
50
our rent literature was used.
Summary;
1. More sohools are teaohlag eurrent history mow than 
did so thirteen years ago.
8# Fewer students ere taking the oourse in the schools
where it is offered.
LiTIM AMERICAN SI8T0RY
la tin American history is apparently a new subject In 
the high schools of Montana. It has probably ctma in as a 
result of the more friendly relations between the United 
States and the South Ameriean countries. In 1929-1930 it sms 
not offered in any high schools of Montana, but in 1942-1943 
it appeared on the curricula of 0.9$ of the schools. A very 
few students were taking the course, however.
The two instructors listed as teaching the course 
both had minors in history.
The two texts listed were Webster and Hussey, History 
of Latin America and Goetz, Half A Hemisphere, They were 
published in 1941 and 1943 respectively.
Summary:
1# Latin American history, as a high school subject, 
is still seldom offered.
2. Very few students are enrolled in the oourse in 
schools where it is taught.
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3, The few teachers of the subject are well qualified 
educationally.
4. The texts used are of recent publication.
TABlg H T
TEXTS USED IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY DURING THE SCBDOL^YEAR 1942.1943
Author Title publishingCompany frequency in Publishing Dates 41 45
"-maT-Pre-Wiency
Webster, History of Heath 2 8
la tin Am,
Goetz, Baira"- BSrcourt, 1 1
Hemisphere Brace
Totals 2 1 3
ENGLISH HISTORY
In regard to the per cent of sohools offering th# 
course, English history has the same importance in Montana 
high schools as it had in 1929-1950, However, the per cent 
of students taking the course has dropped from 0.2 to 0.1 in 
that length of time. The two teachers listed for the subject 
both M d  minors in history. In neither case was the text 
reported.
Summary;
1, English history is a subjeot wfaloh is apparently 
passing from the ourrloula of Montana high sohools,
2, Its popularity among the students evidently is 
declining almost to the vanishing point.
IMDD3TRIA1, HISTOBY
The teaching of industrial history as a eubjeot seems 
to have been almost completely discontinued in Montana high 
schools. In the school-year 1929-1930 it was taught in 7,8$ 
of the schools. In 1942-1943 there was only one school which 
reported it as a subject offered, and it gave no Information 
as to the text used.
TABLE nvi
TEITS USED IN INDUSTRIAL HISTORY DURINU THE
SCHOOL-YEAR 1989-1930
Texts Mumber of Schools
Wells • .
Osgood •
Total 3
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An attempt will at this point be made to oall a tte n ­
tio n  to the various treads whioh were made evident by the 
surveyt
1# Biited States history is the most popular of all 
soeial studies subjects o ffe red  in Montana high schools,
g, the separate history courses such as industrial 
history, m edieval and modem history, ancient history, and 
English history are being replaced by such courses as world 
history and social studies,
3. Courses tending to develop ideas of world citizen­
ship, such as International re la tio n s , Latin American history, 
and current history are being given more fre q u en tly  now.
4# Citizenship and vocations are being o ffered  much 
less frequently than they form erly were, w ith  social studies  
and guidance programs taking their respective places,
5, EoonoKd.cs and sociology, although they still occupy 
iw s itions o f prominence among the subjects taught, are losing  
prominence in the high schools of Montana.
6, More history of the sta te  is being taught a t the 
high school level than was previously tau g ht.
?, The general oourse ca lle d  so cia l studies is 
rapidly attaining a place of importance in the high sohools of 
Montana.
8, A much smller per cent of the high school students 
o f the state were enrolled in social studies courses during 
the school year 1942-1943 than were enrolled in these courses
@4
A w ing 1989*1930.
9$ About one*elghtb o f the teaohere In  the eoo le l 
etuAlee f ie ld  do not have the e re d lte  requ ired  fo r a teaehlng  
minor In  the f ie ld .
OmPTEB III
RàTION-*IDg IRVESTIQàTIONS OF HISTORY TEAOHING
In  order to broaden the soop© o f this survey it is 
neoessary to look into some o f the ourrent nation-wide trends» 
Sines the study is  primarily eonoemed with the teaehlng of 
history, sueh in v es tig a tio n s  or studies as those carried  on 
by The New York Times under the supervision of Hugh Russell 
Fraser^ and the survey ca rried  on by the Cosssittee on American 
History in  Sohools and Colleges, d irec ted  by Edgar B. Wesley^ 
are o f considerable value from the standpoint of comparison. 
Therefore, this chapter of the study will deal w ith  such 
nation-w ide in v e s tig a tio n s , for the purpose o f comparing the 
fin d in g s  in  Montana w ith  those in the nation a t la rg e .
Although c e rta in  Individuals and groups of individuals 
had for some time in s is te d  th a t more United States h is to ry  
should be taught in the co lleges o f the country, no one had 
gone to the trouble o f fin d in g  out just how many co llege stu­
dents of the United S tates were studying the h is to ry  of their 
country. I t  was the desire for such data which caused The 
New York Times to carry on its o rig in a l survey on the subject.
^ H. 1. Fraser, Chairman of the Committee on American 
History, ♦‘Amerloan History Test by 7,000 Students in  36 
Colleges," (re p rin te d  from The New York Times Sunday, April 4, 
1943 by m crn lllan  Co., New York, 1943.)
^ Edgar B. Wesley, D ire c to r of Committee, American 
H isto ry  in Schools and Colleges, The Macmillan Company, Hew 
York, 1944.
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Of the 890 ooIXegee respoaâlag to the #e@tlomm@lre, the per 
eemt requiring O nlted States history for admission was 88* 
while the per ©eat requiring It for the aadergradaate degree 
wee 18 . Thus, there was e ohaaee for a la rg e  per ©eat of the 
etadeate to go through both high eehool and ©allege without 
hating had a oourse la H alted  States history. It was found 
that o nly 8 #  o f the sohools requ ired  Halted States history 
fo r  those majoring la government* 44$ fo r  those m ajoring In  
eeonomles, and 58$ for those majoring in sociology. Yet* 
when asked if u n ited  S tates h is to ry  should be ©ompulsory for 
all students* 89$ o f the eolleges answered yea.
On June 81, 1948, The Hew York Times came out with an 
article by Fine, ̂ stating that 88$ o f the colleges o f the 
country did not req u ire  the study o f Halted States h is to ry  
and presenting a tab le^  showing the re s u lts  o f the survey, 
few people re a liz e d  at th a t time the seriousness o f the con­
troversy or the boundless amount o f In te re s t which I t  was 
destined to arouse. Such a study would a t  any time stir up 
a considerable amount o f discussion pro and con, but coming, 
as It did* a t  a time of n a tio n a l emergency the re s u lts  were 
g re a tly  m agnified . Three days after the o rig in a l a r t ic le  had 
made i t s  appearance numerous le t te r s  to  the e d ito r were be­
ing p rin ted  in  The Hew York Times on th is  subject. Some
® Benjamin fine, "U, 8 , H is to ry  is  Hot Required in
82$ o f Oolieges," The Hew York Times. June 21, 1942, p , 1.
4 See Table % IV II on page 57.
TABLE ZIVII
RB80I.TS OF THE KEV YORK TIMES 8UBVZY ON G0UÆG2 STODY 
OF ONITBD GTàTES BISTORT
QUESTION Public Private Bahomlnatlonal Total
Uhdergra 6üat*a • • • • • * • • 812,101 158,114 117,539 587,654üaâergradoatss la ail blBtwpy * . • 80,813 44,654 41,398 166,845
nnaergraduatee la ü. 8 . history . . . 28,545 13,948 12,555 54,826Size of fresbmm elass • . • • • • 96,095 49,752 34,528 180,175Fresia®sa in U# S. history eonrses . * 8.556 3.164 3.342 15.061Is U# S* history required for admission
to college? Tee * . . • 78 34 59 171No • • • a 113 127 195 435Percentage Tee . , 41 21 23 28
Is n. 8. history required for under­
graduate degree? Tea . . . . 60 26 41 127
No • • • « 158 177 239 554
Percentage Yes . . 30 15 15 18
Is U* 8. history required for students 
majoring in:
Oovemment Tea . . • . 89 54 125 64)& 268
No * * * « 58 43 60 151
Economloa Tea • . • • 71 43 78 44# 192
Ho a • • • 75 66 106 24?
Sociology Yea . . . . 60 29 65 56# 154
No a a a « 80 71 118 269
Should Ü .  s. h is to ry  be made compulsory?
Tes a a * » 144 81 129 554
No a a a # 57 65 60 162
Percentage Tea . 80 56 68 69
Total number of colleges responding . a 198 200 292 690
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#poke h ig h ly  of the survey and the conolusions drawn th e re - 
from; some demanded th a t laws Im m ediately be passed to make 
the study of United States history eompulsory in all colleges; 
some looked upon the survey as incom plete and the conclusions 
drawn as unfair; and some urged th a t fu rth e r study be carried 
on.
A rtie le s  on the subject appeared re g u la rly  in  The New
York Times and in a few other papers and magazines. The chief 
argument against the teaching o f more U nited States h i story 
in  colleges seemed to be that the subject had been sufficient­
ly covered at lower le v e ls  o f education and th a t I t  was a lready  
p re tty  w e ll known, finally it was decided that one way to 
discover the s ig n ifican ce  o f the find ings was to give a te s t. 
This test, or questionnaire, was prepared under the super­
vision o f Hugh Russell Fraser, Chairman of the Committee on 
American History and D r. A lla n  Revins, Professor of American 
History at Columbia U n iv e rs ity . I t  was given to  7,000 college  
freshmen representing 36 co lleg es.
In s titu tio n s  which participated In  the survey in­
cluded:
Boston U n iv e rs ity , Brooklyn College, B ucknell, City 
College, u n iv e rs ity  of Cincinnati, Colgate, College o f 
Good Counsel, Dartmouth, George Washington u n iv e rs ity , 
Hunter, Illinois Institute of Technology, Indiana  
University, Kansas u n iv e rs ity , Kentucky University, 
M arquette, Maryland u n iv e rs ity , Massachusetts S tate  
C ollege, Mount Holyoke, New York U n iv e rs ity , North  
Carolina U n iv e rs ity , Pennsylvania State C ollege, 
Pennsylvania u n iv e rs ity , Pittsburgh U n iv e rs ity , Rens­
se laer Polytechnic Institute, Rhode Is lan d  S tate College, 
sm ith C ollege, Texas U n iv e rs ity , Tulana, V irg in ia  
University, Washington U n iv e rs ity , Washington State
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College, Camtral usasfalagtoa Ooliage of Education, Saatem 
m aMngtom OoUaga o f Education, Eeatam  Eoaerva, W illiam  
and Mary, and Yaahira Oollag#.»
While the question» were being prepared, the te a t be­
ing adm lnlatered, and the results being eomplled, there was a 
eemparative lull in writing on the sub Jeot* However, when The 
Hew York Times fo r  April 4, 1943, presented the summary o f re­
sults, the ooutroveray s ta rte d  anew and la deadly earnest.
It was found that the freshmen tested  had done very p o o rly .
The next day and for seme time fo llo w in g , the Hew 
York Times carried statem ents by prominent people la all walks 
o f l i f e .  Most of them expressed surprise and alarm  a t  the 
results, but a few discounted the a ig n ifiean ee of the whole 
m a tte r. Certain Senators took up the fight and even consid­
ered "in tro d u ctio n  o f a reso lu tio n  calling for an in q u iry  in to  
means by which the Federal Qoverameat can promote b e tte r In­
struction o f h is to ry  in  the schools,*® Many people Insisted 
th a t there "ought to be a law" requiring Halted States h is to ry  
la high schools. C erta in  individuals seized upon this oppor­
tu n ity  to criticize the "s o c ia l studies extremists"*'̂  It 
was stated  th a t "the tragedy really began in 1984 in Denver, 
Colorado, when the Superintendent of Schools, acting on
® Benjamin F in e , "Ignorance of H. S. History Shown 
by College Freshmen, " The Hew York Times. April 4, 1943, 
p. 58.
® Benjamin F in e , "Senators Deplore Student Ignorance
of Hat!on*8 History," The Hew York Times* April 4, 1943, p. 1,
^ Ib id . .  p . 1.
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suggestions from Teaohere* College, Columbia University, moved 
to substitute a oourse in social science for the then-existing 
courses in American history and geography.”®
In due time teachers of history and their supporters 
recuperated from the shook of the original attack and started 
writing articles in defense of their positions and in oriti- 
01 aa of the test which had caused the whole situation. By 
this time early enthusiasm and excitement had worn itself out, 
and a great many people dropped the matter* It was then that 
the lines became sharply drawn, the opposing sides dug in, and 
the heavy artillery took over to pound each other’s lines with 
barrages of articles. The weekly magazine, School and 
Society, became the chief battlefield, but other periodicals 
occasionally presented views on the subject. At the present 
date the controversy is still continuing. However, the dis­
cussion has, by now, been so thorough that the matter has 
deteriorated to the extent that it is little more than person­
al bickering between individuals and groups of individuals.
It is with the previously mentioned test, given by 
The New York Times, ttmt this phase of the study is chiefly 
eonoemed. This test was given to 398 freshmen entering four 
different units of the Greater University of Montana in the 
autuim quarter of 1943, These young people represented high 
schools from all parts of Montana, Each was asked whether 
or not he or she had previously seen the test. When the
® IM4.. p. 13
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mmswer was yes, the test eoneeraed was not eoaeidared in the 
etudy. There were fifteen thus eliminated. Methods used in 
oaleulatlng results were sueh as to permit oomparisoa with 
those obtained from the original testing. The per oent of 
eorreot answers for eaoh question was figured. Than, in 
tabulated form, eomparisons were made with those obtained when 
The New York Times oonduoted the original study,*
It will be noted that the Montana group did not do as 
well as did the national group on naming the thirteen original 
states. That probably sen be aooounted for by the fact that 
many of the students taking the original test were from one 
or another of these states. Thus they would have given more 
attention to the matter during their former sehool days.
for some reason the Montana students did exoeedingly 
well on question 2, concerning place geography. It might be 
that the schools of the state teach more geography of this 
type than is the general practice of most schools In the United 
States. Since the cities mentioned are pretty well scattered 
throughout the nation, it is not likely that geographical 
locations played any significant role in causing these differ­
ences.
In questions 3 and 4, pertaining to civics, the 
Montana freshmen did not do so well in comparison. Although 
the differences of three and four per cent are not highly 
significant, yet they indicate a less than average knowledge
® See Table JXÏÏ1I1 on pages 62 through 67,
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TABLE % m i l
ITEM ANALYSIS Of TBB NEW YORE TINES 
ANBRIGAE HISTORY TEST
Montana Oollega Freshmen Compared with Freshmen from 
Thirty-Six Colleges Throughont the United States
2, On what prlnelpel body of
water are the following 
oities located:
«Ontana
QUESTION Group (377) GrouM_ (7&̂ 0QG)ÿo^ ÿ $Right light RlRh%_ mght
1. Name the thirteen original 
States. 10 5 446 6
a. Cleveland 71 19 1,466 21
b. St. Louis 211 56 2,066 29
0. Cincinnati 201 65 1,661 22d. Portland, Ore, 152 55 1,062 15
e. Memphis 128 54 1,141 16
f. Milwaukee 96 25 1,511 19
3, Name two of the speoifle 
powers granted to the 
Congress by the Consti­
tution of the United States. 165 41 5,098 44
4. Name four of the fifteen 
speoifle freedoms 
guaranteed to the 
individual in the Bill 
of Rights 168 41 8,122 45
TABLE IZVIII (Continued)
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ikntana Eational
QDE8TI0B Ho # % ...»0U2.{7,0801 NO* 7k
Right Right __.jught_ Right
5. Identify at least two of 
the eoatrihuMons of the 
following famous Amerloams 
to the political, eomomlo 
or social development of 
the United Statess 
a* Abraham Lincoln 154 44 1,555 22
b, Thomas Jefferson 54 17 1,125 15
0. Andrew Jackson 39 10 842 12
d* Theodore Roosevelt 91 24 1,513 19
6. Pttt In their proper eeqnence; 
a 1. Election of William 
Henry garrison 
S* Jackson's war on the 
Bank of n. 3,
3* Proclamation of 
Monroe Doctrine 
4, Depression or panic 
of 1837 18 4 1,189 17
b 1. War with Spain
2, Passage of Homestead
Act
3, Inauguration of
Theodore Roosevelt
4, Civil service reform 8 2 713 10
el* Dred Scott decision 
2* Mexican War
3. Compromise of 1850 
4* Nullification Act 14 4 419 6
d 1. The Boy Scout move­
ment
2. First social settle­
ment houses
3. Transcendentalism
4. The first women's
colleges 24 5 345 6
TIBLB HVIII (Ooatlnuea)
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QUESTION
Montana 
(kpoup.( 69? j
National 
Grom (7.0001
Bight %_ Right
*0.
Right %Right
?« Name th# home State of the 
following men during their 
political prominences
John C. Oalhoun @5 9 1,481 80
Andrew Jackson 61 81 1,079 15
John Quincy Adame 90 84 1,118 16Daniel Webster 65 1? 1,441 81
Thomas Bart Benton 3 1 74 1
James K. Polk 14 4 314 3
Henry Olay 30 8 669 10
Mark Hanna 11 3 820 3WLlUam H. Seward 42 11 1,007 14
Grover Oleveland 80 13 1,810 17
8, What was the Nnlllflcation 
Act of South Carolina and 
how was the controversy
resulting settled? ? 8 455 6
9. After ea@h of the following, 
write what he was
prlaoipally famous as:
Charles W. Eliot 84 6 614 9
John D. Rockefeller 276 75 4,935 71
Jay Cooke 15 4 344 5William James 56 15 648 9
Francis Parkman 84 88 780 10
Carl Schurz 17 5 894 4
James G. Blaine 47 18 964 14
Walt Whitman 306 81 4,083 59
Henry Thoreau 840 64 1,159 16
John Burroughs 
James J. m i l
90 84 609 18140 37 671 10
Nicholas Biddle 88 6 458 6
Alexander Bhmilton 199 53 3,360 48
Roger Taney 80 5 561 8
De Witt Clinton 38 8 1,183 17
Nil Whitney 368 96 4,736 68
Jay Gould 81 81 1,808 17
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9. (Oontlnued)
Heary Ward Beeoher 
Aleaaader H. Btepheaa
Ho^r Williams
18180
164
38
5
41
597
111
1,460
9
880
10* Who vas President of the 
Baited States dariagj
1. The war of 1818 85 7 918 138. Memioaa War 39 10 910 13
5* Civil War 542 91 5,895 75
4, Spaai sh-Amerieao War 85 9 1,087 16
5. world war I 986 86 4,983 70
11. What were the two principal 
nationalities to migrate
from larope to the Chi ted 
States hetween 1845 and
1860? 47 12 969 14
12. Warns the presidents of the 
Baited States who were 
assassinated.
1. Garfield 118 30 1,734 85
2# Liaoola 370 98 4,870 69
3, McKinley 138 37 2,145 51
18, Identify:
Henry L. Stimson 883 69 4,475 64
Jesse Jones 49 13 3,831 46
^naner Welles 111 89 3,863 46
Hommn Thomas 63 17 8,891 40
George 0, Marshall 146 89 3,638 50
James I. Byrnes 89 8 2,659 38
8am Bayhom 148 39 8,896 40
Carter Glass 74 80 8,185 30
Ôë
T&mJE nvill (Oontlnued)
QDE8TI0»
Montana Eafionai 
Group (7.000)Eo.
mght Wght *0.maht Right
14* Wlmt ha# been the tra­ditional Amariaan policy 
toward China? 159 5? 1,050 15
15. than was th# Romeataad 
Act Paaaad? 16 4 88? 4
Before th# passage of th# 
awaeatead Act what was 
th# mlnlmm prie# per acre 
of Federal public land# 
sold at auction? 4 1 109 2
16. Name three prominent 
figure# Identified with 
railroad history In the 
united States. 15 4 492 9
19. Kerne any two prominent
figure# connected with the 
prowth of trusts and 
monopolies In the united 
States. 80 81 1,435 80
18, With what Indentions are 
the following names
connected:
1# Robert Fulton 359 90 4,239 60
2. Ellas Rowe 231 61 5,456 49
5. Ell Whitney 550 93 5,151 75
4. 8. F. B# Morse 262 69 4,061 56
6. Qeorge Westlnghouse 16 4 797 11
6. Alexander Graham Bell 566 99 4,572 60
9. Charles Goodyear 256 68 4,089 56
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Right Right aiAht Right
QUESTION
19. Ram® two area* added to 
the Uhlted State* by 
purehase, amd from what 
aatioas did we aequlre 
them? 188 50 1,492 80
20, Name the following:
A promiaeat figure, 
aot mow living, 
eoaneoted with the 
organization of 
labor la the United 
State*, 28 7 981 14
One eaoh figure 
eonneoted with the 
movement for women* * right*. 27 9 928 13
21, fhloh was the first
United States oeasus la 
whioh railway mileage 
oould have been reported? 8 2 128 2
28, Beginning with Massachu­
setts, name the eleven 
States in their 
geographical order from north to south. 2 1 198 8
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of the matter# dealt with.
The Mom tarn group eompared favorably with the national 
group in the tdentifioatlon of ear tel a famous Ameri earns. They 
seemed, as did the others, to know less about Andrew Jbekson 
than they did about any of the other three.
Question 6 asks that eertain events be put in their 
proper sequenee. At this both groups did poorly, but the 
Montons students made a much poorer showing than did the 
national group. Possibly this is an Indication that less date 
memorizing goes on in schools of this state.
The average results on questions ? and 9, naming home 
states of men and identifying famous individuals were not 
noticeably different. The few differences which do appear 
can probably be attributed to geographical locations of 
schools concerned.
Although neither group knew much about the Nulllfim- 
tion Act of South Carolina, the Montana group rated lower than 
did the other. Again geographical locations of schools might 
play a minor part, but the complete educational implimtlons 
are difficult to discover. It depends to a large extent on 
what is considered important in history.
A considerably larger per cent of Montana students 
knew who were presidents during the Civil far and during forld 
War I, but less knew about the other wars mentioned. This 
fact would lead to the conclusion that these wars stand out 
more in the minds of the students than do the others. The 
same fact was noticeable in the national group but not to so
80
great an extent.
In naming principal nationalities to migrate to the 
united States between 1845 and 1860 neither group did very 
well, but there was no appreciable amount of difference be­
tween the two*
The Montana students did considerably better in naming 
the presidents who were assassinated. What that indicates, if 
anything, is difficult to decide.
On question 15, which deals with identification of 
currently important individuals, the Montana students were 
consistently lower than the other group. The logical conclu­
sion here is that there is less teaching of current events in 
the schools of this state than in most schools throughout the 
nation. This conclusion is borne out by the survey of courses 
taught in Montana high schools. Only 1.9# of these schools 
were teaching current history during the school-year 1942- 
1045.
There were no significant differences in the results 
obtained on questions concerning the Homestead Act, railroad 
history, and monopolies.
On the question dealing with inventions and Inventors 
the Montana group, generally speaking, rated far above the 
other. Here, again, the cause of the difference is not easy 
to ascertain.
As to the question on territories purchased by the 
United States, the Montana students expressed far greater en­
lightenment, Thus, it is indicated that students of Montana
?0
Boiiools get a more eomplete study of the territorial erpanslom 
of the Uhlted States, fhis might be beeauae the subject Is of 
Importâmes in studying the baekgroumd of their own state.
In matters pertaining to the organization of labor and 
movements for woman suffrage the state group did not compare 
so well with the national group.
On the question eonoemlng the earliest railroad 
mileage In the united States both groups did, as would be ex­
pected, very poorly. However, the percentage was the same.
The last question dealt with the geography of the 
East Coast, and although both groups did very poorly, the 
state group rated somewhat lower than did the national group. 
Again, geographical locations of schools, no doubt, played an 
important part.
Although it is an extremely difficult task to summa­
rize the implications of this comparison of results, yet it 
might be said that Montana college freshmen compared favorably 
with college freshmen from other parts of the United States in 
most phases of the test. They did, however, tend toward weak­
ness in matters pertaining to civics, chronological history, 
and current events. The two of these which might be important 
enough to justify some amount of concern are civics and 
current events* On the other hand, the superior showing in 
other phases of the test might overshadow any such deficiencies, 
It must also be borne in mind at all times that there are many 
weaknesses in this test and that it is being used in this
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ôas« only as a mean# of comparison between two gronp# of 
oollege freshmen and not as an authentio diagnostic instru­
ment.
Such a study as this, where the teaching of history 
is being surveyed, would be neither complete nor up to date 
if some attention were not given to the recent study made by 
the Oommitte# on American History in Schools and Colleges.10 
In this study another test was used. However, it was admin­
istered to several different types of groups, rather than to 
a large number of individuals all at the same educational 
level. The groups included were high school students, 
military students, social studies teachers, persons from fho*s 
Who, and selected adults. The test, which is actually a 
"Test of Understanding of United States History",^ consists 
of sixty-five items of the multiple-choice type. In each case 
there are four options, one of which is clearly the best.
Some of the questions may be answered by the recalling of 
specific facts, but many require the drawing of comparisons, 
the making of Interpretations, the analysis of causes and re­
sults, the reading of maps, and the interpretation of pic­
torial materials. Thus there is a sharp contrast between this 
test and the one given by The New York Times, which required 
in most questions a definite knowledge of specific facts.
Edgar B. Wesley, Director of Committee, American History in Schools and Colleges. The M&cmillan Company. New
YoSET-IVSS.--------------------
^  Ibid.. p, 4
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However, due to eopyrlgkt reetriétions. It Is not possible to 
reproduee the item analysi#!^ of the test Just mentioned* 
HevertWless, there are other phases of the study 
vhieh bear mentioning* By Investigating (1) state laws,
(2) regulations of state departments of education, (3) city 
sour SOS of study, and (4) conditions in selected areas, 
states, and periods, it was found that "history is far from 
the neglected subject it has been pictured to be,"13 The 
report of the study shows that the teaching of Halted States 
history is required in elementary schools either by law or by 
the State department of education in forty-five states and in 
the high schools of forty-six states. Purthermore, "There is 
overwhelming proof that United States history is taught three, 
four, or five times in most school systems.*!* Of the 
thirty-two selected states whose programs of study were in­
vestigated, Montana was among the only four states where the 
teaching of united States history appeared at six different 
levels of education#
Four conclusions as to the teaching of United States 
history in the schools end colleges of the nation as evidenced 
by the survey are presented:
(1) The number of courses in American history in the
schools and colleges at the present time is sufficient.
13 Ibid., p. 126.
!̂3 "Report on History in Schools," Christian Science 
Monitor. January 29, 1944, p. 8*
1* isaa#, p. 9#
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If th# resalts are uiieatisfeotory th# remedy 1» aot the 
mmltlplleetion of eomreee. The Ooamlttee, hoeerer, sees 
ao eaase for dleeoaragemeat over either the eorollmeat 
or t W  results.
(2) Earollmeat la Amerleen history ooareee in 
elementary and junior high eehool approaehes 100 per seat 
of the stadente in attendeaee.
(8) Enrollment la Amerloaa history soarsee in 
senior high sohool is so high that the Committee sees 
ao need to urge any ohaage in programs at this level.
(4) The perseatege of eollege students who study 
Imerioaa history is small. The Committee believes that it should be raised**»
The Committee on immrioan Blstory in Sohools and 
Colleges oomeluded its report with a number of reoommendatlona 
as to CD American history courses in schools and colleges,
(2) content of American history courses, (8) training of 
social studies teachers, and (4) American history in relation 
to society. Since this study is more concerned with the 
courses offered than any of the other points, only the recom­
mendations found under that heading will be mentioned here;
(1) Every pupil should study American history on 
at least three grade levels.
(2) Teachers of American history at every level 
from the grades to the graduate school should cooperate to determine the content of American history courses. Eo one group should assume the whole 
responsibility.
(8) American history is now taught with sufficient frequency. Improvement in quality rather tlmn in­crease in quantity should be the major concern of 
educators and the public.
(4) History should be taught with a full awareness
18 Wesley, o£. cit.. p. 48
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©f its relation# to other eubjeete, espeolally to the other eoeial etudlee*
(5) InetmetloD in the eoeial studies cannot be 
successful without the constant use of the library.The Oommlttee therefore urges social studies teachers 
to demand adequate libraries. The budget for social studies books should at least equal the annual 
expenditure for equipment for physios, ehmmlstry, and 
the other eciences,
(Ô) The primary obligation of the oollege teacher of history is to present his subject in an interest- Ing and stimulating manner. *e believe in the value of research and publication, but we deplore any tendency to stress research at the expense of good teaching.14
In this phase of the study there has been an attempt 
to bring out present trends and policies in the teaching of 
united States history. Special emphasis has been put upon 
the controversy currently existing among those interested in 
the subject. At all times the attempt has been made to oom- 
pare nation-wide trends with those in the state of Montana. 
Although it is always dangerous to generalize, it seems that, 
for the most part, Montana schools compare favorably with 
those of the nation in courses offered in United States 
history and Montana students compare favorably with those of 
the nation in test results.
Ibid.. p. 118 and 119.
CHAPTER IV 
aUMMàRT
fhia «tttdy was oarrisd on for the purpose of deter­
mining the present status of history in the seeondary sohools 
of Montana* Because of the close relationship of the tarions 
subjects, this involved a similar consideration of all social 
studies subjects. Then, The New York Times American History 
Test was given to certain Montana College freshmen and the 
results were compared with those obtained by the original 
nation-wide testing. Next, the findings of the Committee on 
American History in Schools and Colleges were considered. At 
all times the aim was to bring out the implications for the 
teaching of history in Montana high sohools.
It seems that the findings of the entire survey could 
be summed up in a few paragraphs;
The teaching of history in Montana high schools has 
about as much importance attached to it as it has ever had, 
judging by the number of courses taught and the number of 
students enrolled* United States history is a very popular 
course, and it is likely that, if rotation of subjects in the 
small schools were considered, the per cent of schools giving 
it would approach 100. Rydell^ found this to be true in
1 C, A, lydell, "The Status of the Social Studies in 
the Senior High Schools of the Second Class Cities of the 
State of Kansas 1935-1936," (unpublished Master's thesis. 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 1936).
9*
Kansas In X935*X930« This is apparently the case in most 
states of the united States, WLnee Wesley*s^ committee stated 
that enrollment for United States history oonrses in high 
schools throughont the nation was sufficient to make it un­
necessary to urge any change of program at that level. Of 
the other history courses in Montana schools, world history 
Is by far the most popular. This seems to be the case in 
other states as well, for Instance, Wood^ found that 91$ of 
the high schools in Alabama offered this course in 1957, Al­
though the teaching of Montana history is on the increase, 
not as many high schools here teach state history as do in 
some other states, Alabama history, for instance, is offered 
in 14$ of the schools of that stats, according to Woods,^
Such subjects as international relations, current history, 
and Latin American history are being offered more frequently 
than in the past,
A trend which is partioularly noticeable in Montana 
is the one toward offering a general course called social 
studies which takes the place of many specific courses in that 
group. This course has grown more rapidly in Montana high 
schools than any other in the social studies field since 1929-
a Wesley, loo, cit.. p. 43
® C, 0. Woods, "The Status of the Social Studies in 
the Senior High Schools of Alabama, 1937," (unpublished 
Master’s thesis, University of Alabama, University, Alabama, 
1937 ),
* Ibid., p. 34
7?
1980. üamy of the separate history eourses eueh as amelemt 
history, medieval sad modem history, and English history are 
apparently being replaced by world history.
A mnch smaller per cent of all the high school stu­
dents of the state was enrolled in some type of social studies 
course in 1942-1943 than was in 1989-1950# In fact, the per 
cent dropped from 86.1 to 64.7 during that time. This is 
probably nothing to become alarmed about, however, in ^ew of 
the fact that many new courses have been added to the curricu­
lum of the average high school in the past decade. Perhaps 
many subjects have been similarly affected.
Most Montana high schools have relatively recent text­
books. In some subjects there Is a considerable amount of 
uniformity of texts, but in others there is a great variety. 
Some schools listed several extra books which were used for 
reference work, fhayer® advocates this and warns against 
using only one text.
Some of the teachers in the field have excellent 
educational qualifications. However, about one-eighth of 
them do not have teaching minors. This might be accounted 
for by the fact that there are many small high schools in the 
state which have difficulty in getting teachers who are 
trained in all the subjects which they are required to teach.
® T. T. Thayer, Chairman of the Commission on Second­
ary School Curriculum, Progressive Education Association,
The Social Studies in General Education, 0. Appleton-Century 
■BSpiln7r."Ino., »ëw‘TrorK'."'ïï40‘;------------
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Jüdglmg by results obtained from The New York Times 
Ameriemm Bistory Test, Montana oollege freshmen compare 
favorably in factual knowledge with students from other parts 
of the Baited States. The Montana group rated higher than 
the national group on 48*^ of the questions, the same on 6.1^ 
of them, and lower on 45.1# of them. If this is a fair com­
parison, the young people who graduate from Montana high 
sohools have apparently Immed at least as much history as 
the average student in the United States who is at the same 
grade level.
Sinee this study, like most others, is limited in 
scope, it seems appropriate at this time to suggest further 
work which would logically follow. It would be well worth 
while to conduct a study of texts in the social studies field 
from the standpoint of presentation of subject matter.
Another survey could deal with methods of teaching being used 
in this field and with grade levels at which the various sub­
jects are taught. Lastly, it would be well if a study 
similar to this one were made every ten to fifteen years for 
the purpose of discovering new trends in the teaching of the 
social studies subjects throughout the state.
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Mught. The per cent of schools offering various sub­
jects is also mentioned.
lydell, S. A., "The Status of Social Studies in the Senior 
High Sohools of the Second Class Cities of the State of 
Kansas, 1935-1936," Gapubllshed Master’s thesis, The 
University of Kansas, Inwrence, Kansas, 1936.
In this case the problem is stacked in a subjeot-by- 
subjeet manner, giving per cent of students enrolled 
and per cent of schools offering each.
Woods, G. 0., "The Status of the Social Sciences in the Senior 
High Schools of Alabama, 1937." Unpublished meter’s 
thesis. The University of Alabama, University, Alabama, 
1938.
Here the various subjects are carefully azmlyzed, and 
much attention is given to texts used.
B. 8TATB HIGS SGHOOL REPORTS
"The State of Montaim Department of Public Instruction,
High School Report A, for the school-year 1929-1930," 
Helena, Montana, Office of Public Instruction.
All information pertaining to schools teaching subjects, 
enrollment, and teacher preparation, for the year given, 
was taken from this report.
"The State of Montana Department of Public Instruction,
High School Report A, for the school-year 1942-1943,"
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Belem, M m  tern, Of flee of rublle lastruetioa*
All imformtlm ooaoeraiag sohools teeehiag eabjeete, 
earellmeat, and teaeher preparetloa for the year glvea 
was takea from this report,
"Aaarni State fextbook Report# for 194E»lf46,"
these rare used la obtalalag material pertalalog to texts 
used la the high sohools of the state at the time given,
"Survey of popular texts, 19Ef»l930,"
This Is a survey vMeh mas eondmted by M. P. Moe, then 
State Blgh Sohool Supervisor, la IMS, this is the 
eouroa of all Information meed in this study ooaoeraiag 
text# med at that date.
R, SmtORIAIS
"Blind Date mlth Glio," mitlon. 106:618, m y  1, 1943.
this ia a erltlelem of the "Time#" test, the author 
think# that the oollege students "out*foxed" the 
tester# by using ridioulous answers,
"Bookshop# Caa Exploit 'times* astory Survey," Publishers' 
weekly, 145:1801.1502, April 10, 1943,
Some of the most ridioulously erroneous answer# given 
on question# in the "times" test are mentioned, and the 
statement is made that bookshops should have laoreased sales of history books if they display them properly 
in their windows,
"Report on a  story in Sohools, " the Ohristian Selene# 
Monitor. January 29, 1944.
this artlole discusses the report recently made by the 
Oommlttee on American a  story after it had completed 
its survey on the teaching of tteited States history 
in sohools and colleges of the nation,
"'the New York times' Again Investigates the teaching of 
History," School and Soolety. 57:405, April 10, 1943,
Here is presented an introduction to the present history
controversy, the author neither supports nor criticises 
the test. Bcwever, he does speculate, and accurately, 
as to the commotion it will cause*
